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Kathmandu Heights robe by Chufy CHUFY

When it comes to spring fashion, women are looking for items that are stylish,
comfortable and easy. Light fabrics are all the rage, as are colorful prints and
abstract patterns. Don’t forget the comfy shoes that will get you through dawn
to dusk, or a large, chic tote that will fit enough for a weekend trip. From silky
robes to simple footwear and breezy blazers, here are some must-have items
for spring for the ultimate comfort lover.

The Kathamandu Heights robe by Chufy

This red, warm-hued cupro satin robe by Chufy comes in a stylish print that
represents Nepal’s symbol of prosperity—the tiger. It can go over your
swimsuit on a spring vacation or over a dress when you head out on a chilly
night. It’s the ultimate cozy accessory that’s a lighter version of a coat and cuts
a loose fit. Sofia Sanchez de Betak is the founder and creative director of
Chufy, and her brand is full of travel-inspired collections.

The Edie Maxi Tote by Rebecca Minkoff REBECCA MINKOFF
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The Edie Maxi Tote by Rebecca Minkoff

This coming season is all about jeans. But one bag you can’t go wrong with is
the leather Edie Maxi Tote, which is a stylish day to night roomy purse with a
metal chain shoulder strap. It has three compartments and can fit your
laptop, too.

The Sorbet Suit by Liverpool Los Angeles LIVERPOOL LOS ANGELES
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Sorbet Suit by Liverpool Los Angeles

What better way to bring in spring than with a pastel power suit? Liverpool
Los Angeles has got you. Their Sorbet Suit, better known as their pastel power
suits, come in pink, blue, yellow and peach. They are fitted, stylish and make a
strong statement. Match up the fitted blazer super stretch ponte with the
kelsey crop trouser with side slit. Pair it up with a pair of heels.

The Smooth Silk Wide Leg Cropped Pants by Lilysilk LILYSILK

The Smooth Silk Wide Leg Cropped Pants by Lilysilk

Lightweight pants are all the rage this spring. Lilysilk has a pair of 100%
Crepe De Chine Silk pants that are easy and lightweight. They claim to be
wrinkle-resistant, too. The pants are mid-rise with a relaxed fit and are both
elegant and effortless. They come in black and grey.

The Ashley blazer by Simple Retro SIMPLE RETRO

The Ashley Khaki Blazer by Simple Retro

This French-inspired brand was founded by women for women who want
comfort, style, and simplicity. Simple Retro at its finest does it all at once, and
one of their key items is their Ashley khaki blazer, which comes in hues of
khaki, white and chocolate. It’s perfect over a dress for a night out, or to dress
up a collared look.

The Raincoat by Maison Atia MAISON ATIA

The Raincoat by Maison Atia

Maison Atia has some of the most stylish coats around. Their retro style
raincoat is no exception. This lightweight, patterned raincoat is inspired by
the Mod era, and in polka dotted hues of green, it’s easy to see why. Made in
New York City “by old school craftsmen,” this piece is modeled after the
brand’s creative director Chloé Mendel's gardens. A lightweight trench, it is
playful—and sustainable. Each coat that the brand sells helps rescue a
homeless pet through their #BuyACoatSaveAPuppy campaign.

Rainbow Crystal Choker by Emma Pills EMMA PILLS

The Rainbow Crystal Choker by Emma Pills

This cute, fun jewelry brand has oodles of items to choose from. At Emma
Pills, check out their rainbow crystal choker, which comes in various hues and
two-tone versions. It’s a subtle statement piece that is “designed from
handpicked crystals perfect for any party vibes,” they write on their website.

Calais Rose metallic butterfly bag by Baggallini BAGGALLINI

The Calais Crossbody Bag by Baggallini

What’s new at Baggallini for spring? Butterflies. Made of water-resistant
fabric, this dust pink purse is a travel must-have. It’s inspired by the trips that
you have on your bucket-list and is probably the companion purse to your
travels. There’s a built in RFID section to safeguard your wallet and ID and
has a stylish butterfly pattern. It goes with anything pastel or neutral.

The kitch million stars phone bag by Betsey Johnson BETSEY JOHNSON

The Kitsch Million Stars Phone Bag by Betsey Johnson

If you love nods to old school technology in fashion, look no further. This
silver rhinestone purse is what you call the ultimate in “wearable tech,” in that
this retro phone bag has a detachable phone receiver that can connect to your
cell phone for actual wireless calls. The turn lock clasp opens the purse, and it
comes with an adjustable crossbody strap. Pair it up with a pair of rhinestone
boots by Betsey Johnson, too. The classic cowgirl “Dalas” boots bring a
blinged out flair to any look.

Floral motif fishnet tights in purple, by Calzedonia CALZEDONIA

The Floral-Motif Fishnet Tights by Calzedonia

Welcome to the new fishnets—pastel-hued and floral patterned. These floral,
lilac-hued fishnet tights are the future of bold pantyhose. They’re perfect to
pair up with a patterned dress. Also check out their black floral fishnets, too.

The Oxford knee high boot by Duoboots DUOBOOTS

Oakford Knee High Boots by DuoBoots

The best pair of stylish boots to pair up with silk skirts and sweaters has
arrived. Oakford Knee High Boots by DuoBoots in dark brown leather is not
only comfortable, but is a size-inclusive boot brand that carries eight different
calf width sizes to fit every woman. These boots are designed in London and
handmade in Portugal and come with a black rubber tread sole and wool
flannel lining for cool nights.
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Sussex boot in silver by Aerosoles AEROSOLES

Sussex boot by Aerosoles

If Aerosoles is known for anything it’s for comfortable heels. Their sparkly,
sassy, disco-inspired Sussex Boot is still comfortable, despite being a dressy
boot. This ankle boot is made of stretchy silver fabric and comes with a square
platform heel and toe. Perfect for evenings out, this shoe can last years in your
closet, proving that comfort truly is cool.

Rainier Chunky Platform Penny Loafers by Charles & Keith CHARLES & KEITH

Rainier Chunky Platform Penny Loafers by Charles & Keith

This up-and-coming shoe brand has a variety of easy, comfortable pieces that
make a style statement. Take their chunky platform penny loafers, which are
part of their ITZY X Charles & Keith “Itz Mine Collection.” These loafers are
versatile for any spring wardrobe, for capris, to long skirts and retro flared
pants. Be sure to also check out their collab line of handbags, too.

Atom Trail sneaker by Kuru Footwear KURU FOOTWEAR

Atom Trail hiking sneaker by Kuru Footwear

These everyday hiking boots are a comfort lover’s dream. This ergonomic
hiking sneaker is made of vegan materials, has protective lining, a curved
insole and built in arch support. For weekends away, this stylish sneaker is a
must have for long walks and hiking trips. For the most muted look, go for the
midnight blue sneaker.

The Georgie boot by Frankie4 FRANKIE4

The Georgie boot by Frankie4

If you haven’t heard, Frankie4 is a leading Australian brand when it comes to
footwear. And that’s because they offer super stylish items that are very
comfortable. If you’re looking for your staple heeled leather boot with a pointy
toe that you can wear all day and night, look no further. Try the Georgie boot,
and for something more casual, the Olivia II Wheat shoe, which adds a preppy
touch to any spring outfit.

Rebel boot by Thursday Footwear THURSDAY BOOTS

Rebel boot by Thursday Footwear

For those who hate wearing heels but want a sturdy pair of heeled boots to
pair up with upscale looks this spring, Thursday Footwear’s Rebel boot is an
ideal addition to your closet. This leather heeled boot is made of leather, and
has a thick leather lining, not to mention sturdy ankle support. The superior
quality metal zipper is an added plus, so are the shock absorbing insoles. The
rubber outsoles make them easy to walk in. Your feet won’t hurt the next day
because these are properly made boots, and they’re stylish, too.

Mini Saints Onyx Trilogy Necklace by Miansai in sterling silver MIANSAI

Mini Saints Onyx Trilogy Necklace by Miansai

This delicate, long, unisex necklace has three things hanging from it - a
pendant featuring Saint Christopher (a reproduction based off an antique
found by the jeweler), a Mary icon and an onyx charm on a sterling silver 24-
inch chain.

Nadja Sayej

Nadja Sayej is a culture journalist based in New York City. She covers celebrity style

where it intersects with high art and pop culture. Having been a foreign... Read More
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